It is Tournament Week so time to send out some details on logistics for the upcoming event this
Saturday, 4/21. We’ll try to answer all your questions below, and there is a lot of information below,
but if there is something which is unclear please do not hesitate to ask - reply to the e-mail or give
us a call.
Rules & Release Form:
The final version of the rules for the 4/21 tournament are posted on the Striper Mafia Web-page
( http://www.smlstripermafia.com/tournament-rules.html ). Please ensure that all participants on
the team have read and are familiar with all the rules - and if you have any questions, PLEASE ASK
& CLARIFY before the start of the tournament.
Captain’s Meeting:
We will hold ONE Captain’s meeting on Friday, 4/20 - at Halesford Harbor Inn (the hotel next to Jake’s Place - the old
Campers Paradise) on the rear patio from 6 - 9 pm. You will only need to be there around 10-15 minutes. If you cannot make
either of the times defined, please contact Mike Ward (336-437-4114) to discuss if alternate arrangements can be made.
Each team must send at least one team member to a Captain’s Meeting and turn in a completed Release form with names
and signatures of ALL team members participating in the tournament.
We will have copies of the Rules & Release forms at the Captain’s Meeting, but it will expedite things by having it precompleted before arriving.
At the Captain’s Meeting each team will receive an approved measuring device and tournament token card. The token card
will have a grease pencil attached which will be used to write the token code on the card once announced just prior to LinesIn. These MUST be returned after the tournament else the team will be assessed a $50 fee.
Tournament Entry Fees:
Entry fees (and optional Big Fish fee) are to be made in CASH ONLY, paid at the Captain’s meeting.
appreciated, as is smaller bills ($20s or smaller).
Entry fee is $100 per team, with an optional $25 Big Fish entry fee

Exact change is

Token Code:
The token code will be released approximately 15 minutes before Lines In. This will be texted to the Team Captains
(unless requested otherwise to another team member), E-mailed to the Team Captains (unless requested otherwise), posted
the Striper Mafia Facebook Page (www.facebook.com/StriperMafia) and posted on the Striper Mafia Website
(www.SMLStriperMafia.com). Please ensure you are in an area where you can receive or download this code - depending on
your cellular provider, you may need to position yourself elsewhere on the lake and then move to your desired fishing area
once downloading the code and writing it on your token card.
Lines-In Time:
The official start of the tournament / Lines-In time will be 6:15 AM You may be on the water in advance to lines-in - there
will not be a required “launch point” for teams. However, no lines are permitted to be in the water prior to the Lines-In time, and
no fish caught prior to Lines-In may be submitted.
Catch - Photo - Release Format Tournament:
Each team will be issued a measuring board and a token card. You will be responsible for ensuring your Team name and
the correct token code (which will be announced 15 minutes before Lines-In via Text Message, E-Mail, Facebook & Website)
is on the card, and that the card is clearly visible in all pictures.
The fish in the picture must have no question to the Tournament Directors that it was just caught. Any sign of bleaching in the
tail or other aspects of the fish which indicate a previously caught or iced fish will be disqualified. We hold ourselves to the
highest of ethics and expect that those which participate in these events to do so as well.
The fish should be placed on the board with the head against the bump-board, with the head facing left, tail facing right, board
“up”. This ensures all pictures all consistent and no one will be tempted to submit the same fish twice, from two sides.
It is your responsibility to ensure that the fish is clearly visibility - that the mouth touching the bump board and that tail on the
measurements are clearly visible and not blocked from view - and that the measurements are readable.
Pinched tail is
recommended. Have one team member hold the fish on the board and another take a photo from directly above - not from an
angle to one side or the other. If you have question on the quality of your camera, practice a time or two first. Also check
your pictures before releasing the fish to ensure you have a suitable photo - we don’t want the fish to be out of the water any
longer than required, but we also do not want to have to disqualify a photo due to our inability to read it

Do not alter your photo in any way - do not crop, apply filters, adjust contrast, brightness, etc The tournament directors can
manipulate the photo in such ways if required to view, but please do not do this before submission as it may appear to the
tournament directors as if you have altered the photos
You may photo as many fish as you desire, but each team may only submit two fish/photos.
While we encourage catch & release with this tournament format, you may keep fish as long as they are within the current
regulations in place (keeping in mind that the slot is in effect). However measurement and photo of any fish must happen
immediately upon catch and no fish are to be brought to the check-in area.
Tournament Day Logistics:
Please remember that we are guest of Mangos & Bridgewater Plaza and respect their property and surrounding area.
There is plenty of wet-slip docking available at Bridgewater Plaza - especially near the condo building. Parking is available in
the Bridgewater Plaza parking lots. It is encouraged NOT to bring boat trailers to Bridgewater plaza as there is not a good
way to accommodate large rigs - please come by water and then trailer your boat after the tournament awards.
Post-tournament Check-In will open at 3 pm, and close promptly at 4:00 pm. You must have a team member in-line with your
photos no later than 4:00 pm - e-mailing the pictures or providing them on a SD memory card. If e-mail’ed, they must be
time-stamped prior to 4:00 pm. Regardless you must have a team member in line at check-in no later than 4pm
If you need to e-mail photos, you can do so to stripermafia@gmail.com - but you must include your Team Name and
indication if the picture is your #1 or #2 entry or an entry for a youth member. If possible, please send both pictures in one
email, or indicate “1 of 2”, “2 of 2” in the subject so we can easily find both.
The Awards Ceremony will follow check-in as soon as we can process all the photos. Each team must come to the check-in to
return your measuring board & token card - and we hope you will stay and enjoy fellowship with the other participants - enjoy
some food & beverage and then the raffle drawings.
Youth Competition
We realize that with cash money on the line, there may be a struggle aboard as to who grabs the rod when it bends over. Our
goal with the youth competition is to get them as involved in fishing as possible and that it be a fun time for youth as well as
the adults. However, to make the youth a part of the team, the way we will handle this is a team with a youth entry will submit
the fish photo of their choosing as the youth’s entry. This fish can also be one of the two submitted from the team for the
overall competition. If multiple youth are on the team, then separate pictures (of different fish) must be submitted for each
youth participants. You decide what happens on the boat - after all it may be less who reels in the fish the net-man (or woman
or boy or girl) or what bait was picked from the tank - that makes the magic happen. Just promise us that you will fully
involved the kids in all aspects of the day and we’ll all be good.
Ladies Big Fish Competition
he lady who catches the longest fish throughout the overall series will win a watch donated by Haywood Jewelers. In addition
to having the fish submitted on the measuring device with the token card, we will require a picture of the lady angler holding
the fish, and the token card to prove she was indeed out there and assisted in the catch.
Need a Place to Stay?
The day will have an early start - so you may wish to consider staying at the lake. Our tournament check-in host, and Gold
sponsor, Halesford Harbor Inn, is offering participants with a 20% discount off their room rates - just mention the Striper Mafia
tournament to them when calling to inquire about a room reservation
Tornado Victim Fund Raiser
We will be raising money for the Red Cross to one allocated to the victims of the recent Lynchburg Tornado - we will raffle off a
Striper Soup Moller “Power Bubbles” bait tank along with a Striper Mafia measuring board - two prizes to be drawn. Tickets
are $5/ea or 5 for $20 - must be present to win.
Questions?
If you should have any other questions, concerns or issues before or on tournament day, please do not hesitate to give us a
call at the following number - Mike Ward - (336) 437-4114
We look to your support to make this a fair, safe and most importantly, fun event. We appreciate your support of this event
and the format and look forward to the competition.

Examples of DO’s and DON’Ts for Fish Photos
(Note - What is missing from all the photos that would result in disqualification of all these pics? The Token Card…. make
sure your token card, with your team name and token code, is clearly visible in the pics)

DON’T: Fish facing the wrong way on the board, hand covering measurement; not against bump-board

DON’T: Fish not aligned board; Can’t see tail against measurements

DON’T: Well positioned, but hand covering tail / measurements

DO: Head against bump, tail and measurement visible (better if all of tail is visible but longer part is against measurement)

